1. Introduction* Let S be the set of real sequences X=(x n ). For X, Ye S we define X+ F==(a? Λ + 2/ n ), 0 as the sequence x n =0 and introduce order by writing X>0 when for some m, x n =0 for w<mand^m>0. Thus AS may be considered as an ordered abelian group with a nonarchimedian order. Let S be topologized by considering the open intervals (X,Y)={Z\X<Z<Y} as a basis for the open sets. Then 5 is a topological group. We note that S is not locally compact. We wish to define a measure on S which is invariant with respect to translations of measurable sets by elements in S and which assigns a nonzero measure to the sets in a basis for the topology in S. It is evident from a consideration of the spheres in Hubert space that such a measure can not in general be real valued for spaces which are not locally compact. In the example studied here the range of the measure function is a subset of S.
The ring of measurable sets which serves as the domain of the measure function is generated by a class of sets called intervals. We shall show that these intervals are a basis for the topology of S defined by the open intervals. They have some properties of the real half-open intervals a' <Lx<C<ι" which are useful in deriving the properties of a measure function.
For a positive integer p and real numbers let I p =I(a 1} •••, dp-!; a' p , a' p ') be the set of X=(x n )eS such that Xe (X', X") C I(ck, , α,.! Conversely, consider X=«)e (X% X /; ) where Γ=W<I"=«). From the definition of order in S it follows that there is an integer p such that
x' n =x n =Xn for n<Cp, x P <.Xp and one of the following is true : If (1) is true let α w =# w for ^<p, αp=a?p, <=< .
It follows that
Xe I(a lf , α p^ a' P9 <) C (X', X") .
Suppose (2) 
Xe I(a lf , a q^ ά q , a q ) C (X', X") .
Suppose (3) is true. Since X f <X, there is a smallest integer such that x' q <C%q. Let a n =x n for n<Cq f a q =^x q , ά q '=x q + l .
Again it follows that XeI(a lf , a g _! a q , a q ) C(X', X") . , dp-! a pf ά p ) ,
The following two lemmas are immediate consequences of the definition of interval. LEMMA 1. 0^/ g C4 if and only if p^Lq, and a n =b n , n<Cp , > P<Q> LEMMA 2. // p<g cmd I^Π^^O then I q C.I P .
Proof. Since p<C# and there is some X=(x n )eI P Γ\I q , we have
It follows from Lemma 1 that I q C.I P .
LEMMA 3. If I p P[I q φ0 then I p f\I q =I r where r=max[p, q\.
LEMMA 4. The union of a finite number of intervals is the union of a finite number of disjoint intervals.
Proof. The statement is true for a single interval. Assume that the statement is true for the union of any m intervals. Consider (1) J v i = l, --^m + l.
If the intervals (1) are disjoint the statement is true for them. Suppose that for hφj, I Ph Γ\I Pj φ0.
If p h <Pj then, by Lemma 2, I Pj C.I Pjι -Then the intervals (1) have the same union as some m of them and the statement follows from the assumption. If p h =Pj=p then, since !p h Γ\ I Pj Φ 0, we have
The intervals (1) (1) that LEMMA 6. If I p , i=l, * , m, cmcZ J α ., i==l, , w, are £wo seίs 0/ disjoint intervals with the same union then Proof. Since, by Lemma 2, the intersection of two intervals is an interval, possibly empty, the sets I Pi Γ\ J q are disjoint intervals. Since the I Pi and the J α . have the same union, we have n Applying Lemma 5 and recalling that μ(I p )=0 e S if I p is empty, we obtain
Since 5 is an abelian group,
In order to obtain properties of differences of unions of intervals m n it will be sufficient to consider the special class £& of sets
Since I Pi CZI P , either pC^p or Ip^O. Proof. Let JV be the spread of the set of intervals I p ,, J q , J q . If JV=1, Pί=q j =p and the sets E j are the intervals J g since the E 3 are proper. The conclusion follows from Lemma 6.
Assume that JV> 1 and that the lemma is proved if the spread of the set of intervals in (a), (b) is JV-1.
First we show that if p=-mm{p 1 Γe(J β -\J J 9 )-U4CU JS?,-Uh. , contrary to (c). A similar argument shows that A f -A"φQ leads to a contradiction. Hence (1) is proved.
Since the E s are disjoint proper sets in £& it follows from Lemma 8 that I q Γ\Iq s ==0 if p=g r =Q s and rφs.
Hence, from (1) The ranks of the intervals I Pi , J q ., J q . k occurring in (4) exclude p since d Pί>P> Qjk^>Qj=P on the left and g jfc >gj>P on the right. Hence the spread of the set of intervals in (4) is N-l. Since the Έ s are disjoint it follows from Lemma 8 that the J q , q^p, are disjoint. Since for each j, the J q are disjoint in k and J q . k dJ q , the J q k are disjoint in j, k for Qj=p. It follows from (1), (a) that the intervals on the left of (4) are disjoint. Thus the set of nonempty intervals on the left of (4) satisfy (a) of the lemma, the set of Ej on the right satisfy (b), and (4) is (c) for the intervals involved. Since the spread is N-l f we have, by the assumption of the lemma for N-1, Since it follows that μ(£)>0 in the order in S. It now follows from Lemmas 7, 11 and the fact that the sum of positive elements of S is positive that μ(E)^>0 for 3. On Generating a Ring* The set of intervals I p , having the properties of Lemmas 2, 4 is an example of a class ^ of sets satisying the following conditions : By Lemma 14, M iJ =E i -E i Γ\F 5 is the union of a finite number of disjoint sets in S r and so M υ e .£?. It follows from (1) that
Since each M-.dEi and the 2^ are disjoint, the il^ are disjoint. Each Mi is the union of a finite number of disjoint sets in ζ^. Hence
(2) M-MΠiV= O^e^5.
•i=i
Finally,
M\J N=(M-MΓ\N)\J(MΓ\N)\J (N-M Γ\N) .
It follows from (1), (2) that each summand is in ,^?. Since the summands are disjoint and are the unions of disjoint sets in & r ,
(3) M\ That ^ is a ring follows from (1), (2) 
